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T h e  S o u t h  C a r o l i n a 
football team prepares 
to square off against one 
of college football’s best 
athletes: Florida’s Tim 
Tebow.
See page 1B
The Mix caught Allison 
Brevard on campus and 
asked her about what 
she considers chic this 
season. Check out her 
fashion advice and tips.
See page 5A
Which is a more legitimate 
type of fi ghting: boxing or 
mixed martial arts?
See page 4A
65° 
(803) 777-3914
(803) 777-7726
(803) 777-7182
(803) 576-6172
47° 
Stopping the Superstar
Caught Fashionable
Tete a tete
Sports Editor Chris Cox and 
Justin Fabiano of Capital 
City Sports break down 
this weekend’s football and 
basketball games.
Florida/A&M Previews
Online @
Mix
www.DailyGamecock.com
Will Potter
First-year
economics 
student 
Ryan 
Quinn
Second-year 
print journalism
student
The English Program for Internationals celebrated its 30th anniversary 
at the Columbia Convention Center, focusing on the many years the 
program has benefi ted students from around the world. 
Among the speakers at the event were the program’s director Alexandra 
Rowe  and Martha Pennington , an internationally renowned English 
teaching instructor and scholar.  
Rowe, a linguistics faculty member, explained what the English 
Program for Internationals is all about. 
“EPI is USC’s intensive English program that provides 20-plus hours 
of English language instruction to non-native English speakers per 
week,” Rowe said. “Most of the students want to earn USC degrees, 
which they can do upon successful completion of EPI.” 
Rowe said EPI enables international students to improve their English 
language skills for either academic or career purposes. 
“Several EPI students are study abroad students who are experiencing 
the American university life as a part of their undergraduate degree back 
home,” Rowe said. “Most EPI students wish to earn USC degrees. Some 
EPI students want to improve their English language skills to enhance 
their career opportunities in their home countries. Most EPI students do 
not remain in the U.S. Most are not immigrants.” 
Rowe said the program began in the mid 1970s when several Libyan 
students were recruited to the College of Engineering, and their 
professors were surprised the new students didn’t know English. 
“USC needed to accommodate these students. And this was the 
impetus for the eventual establishment of EPI,” Rowe said. 
Rowe said the majority of the students being helped by EPI are 
Chinese, Saudi Arabian, Japanese or Indonesian. 
Rowe said EPI provides no fi nancial help to international students 
except for those who win EPI scholarships to earn USC degrees. 
“The scholarships are funded by USC Foundation contributions by 
EPI faculty and staff and other USC staff and faculty,” Rowe said. “EPI 
is a fi nancially self-supporting university unit. No state funds whatsoever 
support the EPI intensive English program.” 
Rowe said Pennington, a leading figure in the field of Teaching 
English to Speakers of Other Languages, has contributed to EPI by 
training teachers and has written and edited both articles and books on 
the topic. 
“I regard her as one of my gurus,” Rowe said. 
Rowe said that EPI has positively infl uenced the lives of its students. 
She had several stories of students continuing to stay in touch with 
program, even encouraging their own children to take part. 
“While studying for their degrees at USC, former EPI students 
continue to drop by to visit EPI faculty and staff, as do other former 
students when they visit from their home countries,” Rowe said. 
With a focus on serving the community and 
helping international students fi nd their place in 
the U.S., the Methodist Student Network takes 
a global approach to campus ministry.
“We have a different service activity every day 
of the week,” said MSN Co-president Rachel 
Wright, a fourth-year English student . 
The group works with underpriv i leged 
children at St. Lawrence Place twice a week, 
with the English as a Second Language program 
at Brookland-Cayce Grammar School twice a 
week and at the Washington Street Soup Cellar 
Monday through Friday. 
As if members weren’t busy enough, they also 
work with Home Works — an organization 
similar to Habitat for Humanity — and go on 
an international mission trip each spring break.
“We believe the church isn’t a place you go,” 
Wright said. “It’s a global community.” 
She said that MSN seeks to model Jesus’s 
teachings and to show sympathy and caring 
through these acts of service. 
With people from Africa, South America, 
Russia and China serving with the group and 
attending services on Sunday, there is defi nitely 
a multicultural fl air to the group. 
Sunday Service has songs and scripture 
readings in several dif ferent languages to 
accommodate all of the different nationalities 
that attend. 
Michelle Whittington, a fi rst-year political 
science student, was drawn to MSN because of 
the diversity. 
“They bring students together like a family to 
worship God,” Whittington said. “It’s not like 
the ordinary church.” 
While the group reaches out to international 
students on campus and often serves abroad, 
they also try to help third-world nations from 
here in Columbia. 
“We want to support developing countries as 
much as possible,” Wright said.  
This year they have done just that, partnering 
with Ten Thousand Vil lages, a nonprof it 
organization that helps artisans from around 
the world sell their goods at fair wages in the 
United States.   
MSN hosted a table in Russell House to help 
sell the merchandise. 
Wright said it was “an act of solidarity” with the 
people in the developing world. She encourages 
everyone to visit www.tenthousandvillages.org 
to support the organization if they were unable 
to come to the event at Russell House. 
Accord ing to Wright ,  a l l  st udent s are 
welcome to attend services or seek out service 
opportunities with MSN. 
“Even if you’re not a Christian, we offer an 
environment that is accepting to all religions,” 
Wright said. “We are open to discussion and 
hearing others’ views.” 
Methodist Student Network has a weekly 
Sunday ser v ice at 6 p.m. in the Campus 
Ministries Center on Pickens Street. There is a 
meal served after the service.
ORGANIZATIONSTUDENT WEEK:
METHODIST STUDENT NETWORK
Sarah Peterman
STAFF WRITER
Campus ministry communicates 
message through services,  
missions, international outreach
EPI celebrates 30 years teaching
David Walters / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
International students are served at the 30th anniversary celebration of the 
English Program for Internationals, enjoying program highlights.
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
Courtesy of Rachel Wright
Students with the Methodist Student Network take part in a service project on a mission trip to Peru.
International student program meets for anniversary, 
highlights success in English language education  
Sierra Kelly
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
The “Beat Florida” food drive went into full 
action this Thursday on the second fl oor of the 
Russell House. 
“We are here to give back to the community, 
since we ourselves are a part of it,” said Cynthia 
Steele, marketing manager of Carolina Dining. 
Carolina Dining, University Housing, 
Student Government and other organizations on 
campus decided to work together for the three-
day initiative. Their main objective: to collect as 
much food and canned goods as possible to feed 
the homeless.
Steele says they also have carnival-like games 
available to everyone in the Russell House 
Ballroom. Five tickets to play the games cost fi ve 
cans or fi ve dollars. There are several different 
games available to the students, including Bag 
Hunger, Duck Hunger, Spin Away Hunger and 
much more. 
Jamie Sexton , a first-year business student, 
enthusiastically waited in line to play one of the 
games. 
“It’s a great cause and process,” he said. 
“Overall just a lot fun, and it’s great to get 
everyone involved.” 
However, the imperfect weather did change 
how things went down. 
“You’d wished that it wouldn’t rain, but we 
already have one bus full of food so that’s good 
and we wanted to make it fun for everybody,” 
Steele said. 
Originally, the event was supposed to be 
outside the Russell House, but only the two 
buses and the men handing out free soda were 
seen outside. 
“It’s too bad that we couldn’t have better 
weather, but it’s still a good thing,” said Mike 
Gwiazdowski , one of the men working outside. 
“Even if it’s only $5, it’s all for a good cause and 
a no-lose situation.” 
Steele said that other events, such as Battle 
of the Halls and Selling Helping Hands, are 
going on to collect as much food as possible. 
However, the food going to the Harvest Hope 
Food Center is all that matters, said Steele. 
“We hope that this will become bigger and 
bigger so that people don’t have to worry about 
when their next meal is,” she said.
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
FOOD DRIVE 
TARGETS UF
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
Derek Legette
STAFF WRITER
Organizations, universities 
collaborate to fight hunger
Alayna Dunkerly / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Students continue to arm themselves with rainboots and umbrellas asTropical 
Storm Ida has yet to leave the South Carolia coast.
PIC OF THE DAY
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— Th e Associated Press
TWO
LOCAL & WORLD NEWSCALENDAR
SPORTS 
SCHEDULE
TODAY IN HISTORY
House mulls on impeachment
Shooter charged with murder
Vatican gets internet lessons
LOCAL
NATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL
WOMEN’S SOCCER
Tonight
vs. Davidson
Stone Stadium
7:30 pm
BASKETBALL
Alabama A&M
Colonial Life Arena
7:30 pm
FOOTBALL
Saturday
vs. University of Florida
@ Williams-Brice Stadium
3:30 pm
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ONLINE
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NEWS: thegamecock
SPORTS: TDG_Sports
MIX: gamecockmix
Become a fan of 
The Daily Gamecock
Subsribe to our 
YouTube channel: 
thedailygamecock
YOUTUBE
1789
George Washington, inaugurated as the fi rst president of the United States in April, returns to 
Washington at the end of his fi rst presidential tour.
1945
President Harry Truman announces the establishment of a panel of inquiry to look into the 
settlement of Jews in Palestine.
1970
Tidal waves and storm surges strike the shores of the Ganges Delta, wreaking lethal damage 
on the people of East Pakistan (now Bangladesh). A 100-mph tropical cyclone spurred the 
deadly fl ood of ocean water that washed over scores of coastal islands and devastated the 
densely populated delta region and killed an estimated 500,000 people.
1982
Near the end of a weeklong national salute to Americans who served in the Vietnam War, the 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial is dedicated in Washington after a march to its site by thousands 
of veterans of the confl ict.
1985
Nevado del Ruiz, the highest active volcano in the Andes Mountains of Colombia, suffers a 
mild eruption that generates a series of lava fl ows and surges over the volcano’s broad ice-
covered summit, killing more than 23,000 people and injured more than 5,000.
H1N1 UPDATE
Student Health Services will be holding another H1N1 intranasal 
vaccine clinic today on the Russell House patio from 10 a.m. to 2 
p.m., and is open to all students, faculty and staff under 49.
There is no charge for the vaccine, but potential recipients must 
meet the following criteria set forth by the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention.
• You must be in good health.
• You cannot be pregnant.
• You do not have children under six months.
• You are not caring for someone with a chronic health 
condition.
• You do not have chronic health conditions such as 
diabetes or asthma.
• You do not have a weakened immune system.
The vaccine is administered in a nasal spray form. All potential 
recipients must have a Carolina Card to get the vaccine.
VISIT US ONLINE AT 
WWW.DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
1204 Main Street
803.661.7651
Sat 10-3
Onsite Monogramming & Complimentary Gift Wrap
Open Mon-Fri 
10-5:30
 corner of  Main & Gervais 
Your Gameday and Gamecock 
Headquarters Uptown!
VATICAN CITY — Vatican officials and Catholic 
bishops are getting a lesson on the Internet from 
Facebook, Wikipedia and Google executives as the 
church struggles to get its message out in the digital age.
A four-day symposium in the Vatican which opened 
Thursday also will address Internet copyright issues 
and hacking — including testimony from a young Swiss 
hacker and an Interpol cyber-crime offi cial.
The meeting is being hosted by the European 
bishop’s media commission and is designed to delve into 
questions about what Internet culture means for the 
church’s mission and how the church communicates that 
mission to others.
Pope Benedict XVI has tried to bring the Vatican into 
the Internet age and launched a YouTube channel earlier 
this year. Offi cials say he also e-mails and surfs the Web.
But the Vatican’s online shortcomings have been 
woefully apparent.
Earlier this year, Benedict made clear he was 
disappointed that Vatican offi cials hadn’t done a simple 
Internet search to discover the Holocaust-denying 
comments of an ultraconservative bishop before the 
pontiff lifted his excommunication.
The outrage over the rehabilitation of Bishop Richard 
Williamson, of the traditionalist Society of St. Pius 
X, prompted Benedict to write a letter to his bishops 
admitting mistakes and saying that he had “learned the 
lesson” and that the Vatican would in the future pay 
greater attention to the Internet as a source of news.
FORT HOOD, TEXAS — The Army psychiatrist 
accused in the Fort Hood shootings was charged with 
13 counts of premeditated murder in the military’s 
legal system, making him eligible for the death penalty 
if convicted, offi cials said Thursday.
Meanwhile, President Barack Obama ordered a 
review of all intelligence related to Maj. Nidal Malik 
Hasan and whether it was properly shared and acted 
upon within individual government agencies.
The announcement comes as members of Congress 
are pressuring for a full investigation in why Hasan was 
not detected and stopped. A Senate hearing on Hasan 
is scheduled for next week. The Senate Homeland 
Security Committee announced it is opening its own 
investigation this week.
U.S. Army Criminal Invest igat ion Command 
spokesman Chris Grey said at a news conference that 
additional charges may be fi led against Hasan.
Offi cials told The Associated Press before the news 
conference that it had not been decided whether to 
charge Hasan with a 14th count of murder related to 
the death of the unborn child of a pregnant shooting 
victim. The offi cials spoke on condition of anonymity 
because they were not authorized to speak about the 
case publicly.
Fort Hood offi cials declined to specify what the other 
charges against Hasan could be. Under a provision in 
the military code, a suspect can be charged with death 
of an unborn child, which is defi ned as a fetus at any 
stage of development, said Richard Stevens, a civilian 
attorney who handles military cases but is not involved 
in Hasan’s case.
The fi rst steps to the possible impeachment of South 
Carolina Gov. Mark Sanford are expected next week and 
could be headed to a special committee.
House Judiciary Committee Chairman Jim Harrison of 
Columbia said Thursday it is up to House Speaker Bobby 
Harrell to decide how to handle a resolution already 
drafted to remove Sanford because he abandoned the state 
for five days in June to rendezvous with his Argentine 
lover.
Sanford spokesman Ben Fox said he is “not going to 
speculate or weigh in on anything the House may or may 
not do next week.”
Some say Sanford may avoid impeachment because 
the state landed an expansion of a Boeing aircraft plant 
in North Charleston. Others say Sanford’s fate rests on a 
State Ethics Commission review of his use of state planes 
for personal and political purposes.
Also on Thursday, ABC said fi rst lady Jenny Sanford 
would be interviewed in the “Barbara Walters Presents: 
The 10 Most Fascinating People of 2009.”
Jenny Sanford had a leading role in building her 
husband’s political career by running his campaigns for 
the U.S. House and governor. But she has not played the 
role of dutiful wife standing beside a husband who strayed.
Walters will also have a longer interview with Sanford 
to coincide with the release of the fi rst lady’s memoir in 
April.
What: H1N1 Flu Shots
When: 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
Where: Russell House 
Patio
What: Campus Avance 
Meeting
When: 1:30 p.m.
Where: RH 203
What: 500 Days of 
Summer
When: 6 p.m.
Where: RH Theater
What: Bruno
When: 9 p.m.
Where: RH Theater
Saturday
What: NBGSA 
Southeast Regional 
Conference
When: 8 a.m.
Where: Russell House
Sunday
What: Sunday 
Satsangh
When: 7 a.m.
Where: Nursing 423
What: Hill of the Lord 
Worship Service
When: 11 a.m.
Where: RH Theater
What: Jack n’ Jill 
Meeting
When: 2 p.m.
Where: RH 305
What: Christ’s Student 
Church Worship
When: 6 p.m.
Where: RH 303
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CORRECTIONS
If you fi nd an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us 
know about it. E-mail sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will print the 
correction in our next issue.
About The Daily Gamecock
The Daily Gamecock is the 
editorially independent student 
newspaper of the University of 
South Carolina. It is published 
daily during the fall and spring 
semesters and nine times during 
the summer with the exception 
of university holidays and exam 
periods. Opinions expressed in 
The Daily Gamecock are those 
of the editors or author and not 
those of the University of South 
Carolina. 
Th e Board of Student 
Publications and 
Communications is the 
publisher of The Daily 
Gamecock. Th e Department 
of Student Media is 
the newspaper’s parent 
organization. The Daily 
Gamecock is supported in part 
by student-activity fees. One 
free copy per reader. Additional 
copies may be purchased for $1 
each from the Department of 
Student Media.
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s 
V i ew p o i n t s  p a g e  i s  to  s t i m u l a te 
discussion in the University of South 
Carol ina community. A l l  publ ished 
authors are expected to provide logical 
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages 
readers to voice opinions and offers three 
methods of expression: letters to the 
editor, guest columns and feedback on 
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be 
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words 
in length and include the author’s name, 
year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and 
USC faculty members to submit guest 
co lumns. Columnists should keep 
submissions to about 500 words in 
length and include the author’s name and 
position. Guest columns are limited to 
three per author per semester. 
The editor reserves the right to edit 
and condense submissions for length 
and clarity, or not publish at all. 
All submissions become the property 
of  The Da i ly Gamecock and must 
conform to the legal standards of USC 
Student Media.
IT’S YOUR RIGHT
CONTACT INFORMATION
Offices located on the third floor of the Russell House
Editor:  gamecockeditor@mailbox.sc.edu
News:   sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
Viewpoints:  sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu
The Mix:  sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu
Sports: sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
Online:  www.dailygamecock.com
Newsroom: 777-7726
Sports: 777-7182    
Editor’s Office: 777-3914
Fax: 777-6482
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Gamecock athletes are mak ing it impossible for 
USC students to be bored this weekend. With the SEC 
Champion women’s soccer team hosting the first two 
rounds of the NCAA Championship this weekend and 
basketball kicking off what looks to be an incredible 
season, every student should make tonight a Gamecocks 
night.
While Gamecock Nation has seen its fair share of losses 
and ups and downs, it’s time 
to support two of our most 
talented groups of athletes. Our 
women’s soccer team has had 
an amazing season, and now as 
the SEC champs host Rutgers, 
Duke and Davidson in Stone 
Stadium, students need to take 
advantage of the opportunity 
of seeing these teams play. The 
team is looking for a big crowd 
– and with Student Life and the 
Lexington County Gamecock 
Club donating a combined 300 free tickets to the first 
student attendees, there is no excuse not to cheer on our 
team on its journey to the National Championship.
And if you aren’t brave enough for the cold that seems 
to be taking over Columbia, then join the Garnet Army 
for the season opener as the men’s basketball team hits the 
court. Remember the spirit that took over last season? It’s 
time to bring it back.
Our Gamecock fans have proven time and time again 
that cheer and support helps our teams – Ole Miss, 
anyone? – and this same spirit should be given to two 
sports groups who equally deserve it.
It’s an important weekend for our USC athletics, so 
whether it’s supporting soccer throughout the weekend or 
basketball tonight, go out with your garnet and black and 
cheer on the Gamecocks who have worked hard to make 
our university shine. 
Gamecock fans 
have proven time 
and time again that 
cheer and support 
helps our team.
Gamecock Nation: It’s 
time to prepare for war
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Tête à Tête
Mixed martial arts subdues boxing 
with more excitement, less brutality, 
real representation of human combat
Boxing knocks mixed martial arts 
out of ring with more strategy, 
damage, worldwide popularity
Bryan 
Wendland
First-year 
broadcast 
journalism 
student
RNC chairman ‘coming after’ Republicans who utilize logic
Latest Micheal Steele remark 
shows GOP party’s incompetence
Want to be spotted?
send us your photos and you could see 
yourself on dailygamecock.com!
Boxing snobs like to say mixed martial arts isn’t a sport. They 
say it lacks strategy, skill, talent and fi nesse. If a boxing snob said 
that to my face, I’d have one reply: Listen.
Then I’d kick them in the freaking head. Why? For two 
reasons. If they’re still conscious, they’ll say something like, 
“Wow, kicking people in the head is fl ipping sweet! Boxing is 
lame!” If they’re knocked unconscious, my point 
is even more effectively made.
B ox i n g  s nob s  de nou nc e  M M A  a s  a 
unorganized mess of different fi ghting styles with 
the only point being to barbarically beat your 
opponent senseless. First off, MMA is actually 
highly strategic. Secondly, what’s wrong with 
barbarically beating your opponent senseless? As 
if boxing isn’t about beating the crap out of your 
opponent: We aren’t doing gymnastics here.
A Johns Hopkins University study found that 
the knockout rate in boxing is much higher 
than in MMA. Knockouts are concussions. 
Gary S. Solomon’s, “The Heads-Up on Sport 
Concussion,” says there have been 1,300 boxing deaths since 
1880. In MMA, a sport that has been around a long time, 
there have only been three verifi ed deaths, two of which have 
occurred in unsanctioned events. Who is brutal now? 
I’m sure many boxing snobs, upon hearing that, will say the 
high death toll proves boxing’s awesomeness, but that’s just 
plain wrong. The death toll only equates to awesomeness in 
video games. Furthermore, boxing has killed many of its fans 
out of sheer boredom.
As for strategy, boxing isn’t how humans actually fi ght. Well, 
smart ones at least. The closest real fi ght to a boxing match 
is a bout of fi sticuffs in an Irish pub, and the participants in 
that case are incredibly drunk. Despite understandable safety 
precautions, MMA presents a more real combat situation.
But football and soccer don’t depict “real” human actions 
either, so for many that point is moot. The true beauty of 
MMA comes with its bringing in an eclectic group of fi ghting 
styles — boxing, wrestling, karate, kickboxing, Muay Thai, 
karate, jujutsu, Judo, Sambo and many others  — and tests which 
are useful and which only work in “The Matrix.” In different 
schools, a Muay Thai fi ghter and a tae kwon do expert would 
be masters of their respective domains. But who would win in a 
fi ght against one another? MMA answers that question. 
I’m tired of boxing snobs getting jealous of MMA because 
MMA is stealing the ratings and saying MMA isn’t a real sport. 
Why don’t you just say golf, tennis and stock car racing aren’t 
sports? 
How about this: Meet us in the ring. You can only use your 
fi sts because, as you say, that’s the only sportsmanlike way to 
fi ght. We’ll proceed to hit you with rackets and nine-irons and 
then run you over with the Home Depot car. Then I’ll kick you 
in the head. 
Will Potter
First-year 
economics 
student
Ryan 
Quinn
Second-year 
print 
journalism 
student
In recent years mixed martial arts has exploded onto the 
pay-per-view scene due to the raw violence and the greater 
accessibility to top fi ghts than boxing was able to provide. Yet 
boxing remains the ultimate combat sport because of the art 
form and fi nesse it requires to excel. 
Whereas MMA just seems like a common street brawl that 
lasts only for a few minutes,boxing requires 
timing, angles and the ability to counterpunch 
in order to be a top fi ghter. How else does David 
Haye, a cruiserweight champion , defeat the 
7-foot, 320-pound Nikolai Valuev to win the 
heavyweight championship?
Boxing has been waning in the U.S. but 
growing immensely in popularity in other parts 
of the world. Boxing’s marquee matchups, like 
Mayweather v. Marquez, continue to outsell 
the Ultimate Fighting Championship. Pacquiao 
v. Cotto only looks to shatter that million pay-
per-view buy of Mayweather v. Marquez. So we can see which 
sport is clearly the more popular one. Whether you want to 
see a defensive exhibition with James Toney or a Mexican 
bloodbath like the Izzy Vazquez and Rafael Marquez trilogy , 
boxing has something to offer for everyone. MMA, however, 
just offers grown men groping each other on the ground.
One of the reasons MMA has been popular has been 
the widespread availability on channels like Spike, whereas 
boxing is on HBO, and also the fact that MMA is matching 
the best fi ghters and having real champions. Not in boxing, 
where Mayweather is able to dodge the top of his division 
like Margarito, Cotto, Pacquiao, Mosley and Williams yet 
still claim to be the best fi ghter in the world and its highest 
grossing fi ghter. If the networks would pay for top matches 
and stop worrying about it being a “championship” fi ght, then 
the public would see these top matches.
Boxing has been able to lift thousands out of poverty, and 
in Puerto Rico and Mexico their fi ghters are worshipped as 
national heroes. MMA cannot top the knockout in boxing 
because so many of their fi ghts end up with a guy elbowing 
another into submission. Boxing also lasts longer and is more 
damaging: For example, Izzy Vazquez suffered a broken jaw 
and a detached retina in his fi ghts against Rafael Marquez, 
and Muhammad Ali now suffers from severe brain trauma by 
staying in the fi ght game too long. 
Boxing looks to only be expanding in prominence, with 
fights getting legitimate sponsors like Quaker State or 
Home Depot instead of Tecate, a cheap Mexican beer, or the 
CondomDepot.com, which fi ghters support with a logo on the 
on the back of their pants. Talks are progressing for fi ghts to be 
shown at Yankee Stadium or the new Dallas Cowboys stadium. 
If boxing implements the necessary changes that make MMA 
so popular, and boxing fans support local fi ght shows, then we 
could soon see a resurgence in boxing popularity. 
R e c e nt l y,  R e p u b l i c a n  Nat io n a l 
Committee Chairman Michael Steele 
publ ic ly t hreatened any 2010 GOP 
candidate on ABCnews.com’s Top Line 
saying if they don’t stick to conservative 
principles “we’ll come after you.” 
He also stated “You’re going to find 
yourself in a very tough hole if you’re 
arguing for the president’s stimulus plan 
or Nancy Pelosi’s health plan.” 
So what prompted these threatening 
words? Well, it might have something 
to do with a Republican representative 
from Louisiana voting for the Democrats’ 
health care bill. 
The man is Joseph Cao, and he says he 
voted for the bill because of all the stories 
he heard about citizens of New Orleans 
and Jefferson Parish who could barely 
afford their health care, if they could even 
afford it at all.
Steele’s warning was basically oriented 
at Republicans working for people in 
moderate or tradit ionally Democratic 
districts. “You do not want to put yourself 
in a position where you’re crossing that 
line on conservative principles, f iscal 
principles, because we’ll come after you,” 
Steele said. 
Well I have a message for Mr. Steele: 
The job of an elected offi cial is to listen 
to and do what’s right for the citizens 
he or she represents. If Mr. Cao voted 
against the bill it would be a 
severe display of disrespect 
to  t he  ver y  people  t hat 
elected him. If Cao voted 
against the bill it wouldn’t 
matter how much help he got 
from the Republican Party 
the next time he was up for 
re-elec t ion,  because t he 
people he represents would 
remember, vote him out of 
offi ce and elect someone who 
will listen to them. 
This is  just one more case of the 
Republican Party trying muscle up with 
muscle it doesn’t have. 
The “party of no” is trying to drive out 
anyone who says yes to President Obama 
and replace them with extremists who are 
vastly out of touch with the majority of the 
American public. 
I can understand why this is happening, 
but it  d isgust s me. The people, the 
foundation that this country was built 
on, are being overlooked in favor of big 
corporations and insurance companies. 
When Bush wanted to pass a bill to bail 
out Wall Street, the Republican Party 
was behind him saying that if we didn’t 
pass the bill quickly our country would 
fall apart. But when Obama wants to give 
money back to the people in a stimulus 
package, the Republicans are outraged 
and stage tea parties and send raving mobs 
to town hall meetings to rupture their 
representatives’ eardrums. 
I honest ly can’t understand why an 
entire party is against a bill that will 
essentially give 50 million people health 
care, but that same party had no problem 
at all rushing a vote on going to war with 
an innocent country that has cost our 
country thousands of lives and the other 
even more. 
Why is it that FOX News called anti-
war protesters “loons” but describes 
the Tea Party protesters and town-hall 
protesters as just angry Americans voicing 
their opinions? 
It ’s pathet ic what the main stream 
Republican Party has become: a lackluster 
group of politicians being driven into the 
ground by a bunch of people who have no 
idea what they’re doing. From the horrible 
and bankrupting decision to make Sarah 
Palin John McCain’s running mate, to 
these recent comments of coming after 
dissenters, the party is going to shambles. 
If something isn’t done fast the party could 
crumble altogether; according to Rolling 
Stone, only 20 percent of Americans see 
themselves as Republicans anymore. 
Only 20 percent of Americans cal l 
themselves Republicans ... That’s a heavy 
stat and the party leaders should take it 
for what it is: a sign that their constituents 
want new leadership and new people to 
represent them. 
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Q. Tell us about your style. 
A. I never dress “down,” that’s not my thing. Casual is 
usually not in my fashion vocabulary. My style changes 
frequently, just as fashions do. I’m a very chic-meets-edgy, 
but still girly, type of person. 
Q. Where do you get ideas for the way you dress?
A. I’d like to say my sixth sense. I have a way of knowing 
what’s hot and what isn’t. I look to my favorite artist, 
Rihanna, for inspiration because she is so unique. Her 
style is always fi erce and on point. Katy Perry and Lady 
Gaga have been popping up in my fashion craze lately. 
Authenticity is my passion, and they each possess it too. But 
for the most part, when I shop I know to pick items that the 
average girl wouldn’t know how to wear. That’s what makes 
my style so different. 
Q. Do you think girls today dress to impress guys or other 
girls?
A. I feel that that all depends on the relationship status. 
Single girls may dress up more often to catch the attention 
of someone. But a lot of girls dress up as a sign of personal 
confidence. Girls who are in relationships may dress a 
certain way to keep things interesting in the relationship.
Q. Has your style changed much over the years?  
A. Yes, very much so. In middle school my fashion sense 
was scattered from boys’ clothes to cute dresses! In high 
school, I found myself and began to dress super trendy in 
heels. Throughout college, I dress for the occasion whether 
there is an occasion or not. I like to dress in what looks like 
modern couture but what’s appropriate for class. 
Q. What stores do you like to shop at? 
A. Lately I’ve been loyal to my store of employment, 
bebe.  We have sophisticated, designer-like, extremely 
fashionable clothes. The quality is excellent, and I have a 
hard time shopping other places! I’m also a die-hard Forever 
21 fan. Their merchandise is reasonably priced, very fashion 
forward, yet attainable. 
Q. What beauty tips would you like to share?
A. For hair, short bobs and pixies are in. For long hair, 
bangs are definitely a good alternative and are hot right 
now. Makeup is good neutral all over. Dark tints on the lips 
are defi nitely making a statement. And of course the smoky 
eye — using a bit of color — always makes a classic look. 
Q. If you could have a free shopping spree at any store, which 
one would you pick and why?
A. Juicy Couture! I’m a loyal fan of their leather goods 
and accessories, and I know I couldn’t go wrong with their 
collections! 
Q. Are there any trends you think are ridiculous?
A. I’ll say plaid. I hate it. Prints are OK, just no more red 
and blue plaid. It’s dull ... 
Q. And what are you wearing today?
A. My dress, tights and boots are from bebe, my jacket is 
from Belk and my accessories are Charlotte Russe and bebe. 
“I really wonder what gives us the right 
to wreck this poor planet of ours.”
— Kurt Vonnegut
WUSC Charts
1    DEVENDRA BANHART     
      What Will We Be 
      Warner Bros.
2    GIRLS 
      Album 
      True Panther Sounds
3    CHRIS AYER 
      Don’t Go Back To Sleep        
      Arc
4    RX BANDITS 
      Mandala 
      Sargent House
5    APPLES IN STEREO   
      #1 Hits Explosion 
      Yep Roc
6    LA ROUX 
      La Roux 
      Cherrytree-Interscope        
7    OR, THE WHALE 
      Or, The Whale 
      Seany
8    SHAD 
      The Old Prince 
      Black Box
9    SOUND TRIBE SECTOR 9 
      Peaceblaster Remixes 
10  XX 
      The Xx 
      XL-Young Turks
11  BC 
      Time Pieces Pt. 1: Time     
      Capsule [EP]     
      Peripheral 
12  LISSY TRULLIE
      Self-Taught Learner 
      American Myth
13  OSSO 
      Run Rabbit Run              
      Asthmatic Kitty
14  BEAR IN HEAVEN     
      Beast Rest Forth Mouth    
      Hometapes
15  THAO WITH THE GET     
      DOWN STAY DOWN 
      Know Better Learn Faster    
      Kill Rock Stars
16  THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS       
       Here Comes Science    
      Walt Disney
17  GOSSIP 
       Music For Men 
       Capitol
18  AIR 
       Love 2 
       Astralwerks
19  RAVEONETTES 
       In And Out Of Control      
       Vice
20  STATE RADIO 
       Let It Go 
       Nettwerk
21   ROSA PASSOS 
       Rosa 
       Telarc
22  DREAMING IN STEREO      
       Dreaming In Stereo 
23  ARRINGTON DE DIONYSO 
       Malaikat Dan Singa 
       K
24  GHOST IS DANCING     
       Battles On
       Sonic Unyon
25  STATES 
       The States [EP] 
       Project Day Break
26  CLIENTELE 
       Bonfi res On The Heath      
       Merge
27  MANSIONS 
       New Best Friends     
       Doghouse
28  VARIOUS ARTISTS         
       Yo Gabba Gabba: Music Is    
       Awesome 
       Filter-Filter U.S
29  EDWARD SHARPE AND      
      THE MAGNETIC ZEROS      
       Up From Below 
       Vagrant
30  F--K BUTTONS 
       Tarot Sport 
       ATP
CAUGHT FASHIONABLE
Allison Brevard manages to stay chic 
in classroom, around campus
Maddy Alford
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Q & A with Allison Brevard, a fourth-year fashion 
merchandising major and advertising/PR minor
Maddy Alford / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Allison Bevard credits Rihanna, Katy Perry and Lady 
Gaga for inspiring her unique, sophisticated style.
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu
— Compiled by: Colin Jones
SGTV SCHEDULE 
FOR THE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 16-20
Monday
7pm TOT
7:30 pm Cartoons
8 pm CCS (current)
8:30 pm CCS (old)
9 pm Skitzo (current)
9:30 pm Skitzo (old)
10 pm SGTV after dark
Tuesday
7pm Documentary
7:30 pm Documentary
8 pm TOT
8:30 pm CCS 
9 pm Skitzo (current)
9:30 pm Skitzo (old)
10 pm SGTV after dark
Wednesday
7pm Music videos
7:30 pm Music videos
8 pm CCS 
8:30 pm TOT
9 pm Skitzo (current)
9:30 pm Skitzo (old)
10 pm SGTV after dark
Thursday
7pm CCS (old)
7:30 pm Columbia Beet
8 pm CCS (current)
8:30 pm Skitzo (old)
9 pm Skitzo (current)
9:30 pm Skitzo (old)
10 pm Documentary
Friday
7pm Movie
7:30 pm Movie
8 pm Movie
8:30 pm Cartoons
9 pm Skitzo (current)
9:30 pm Skitzo (old)
10 pm SGTV after dark
Top 30 Albums
XX 
The XxXL-Young Turks
T h i s  g r o u p  o f 
Londoners and its subtle 
G o t h  i n f l u e n c e  h a s 
captivated the blogosphere 
with its self-titled debut. 
The XX blend together 
the dark sounds of ‘80s 
post-punk with a morose 
sensibility associated with 
groups like Bauhaus. Look 
for the signature back and 
forth between Oliver Sim 
and Jamie Smith.
Provided by Yo Gabba Gabba
VARIOUS ARTISTS 
Yo  G a b b a  G a b b a : 
Music Is Awesome 
Filter-Filter U.S.
The  combina t ion  of 
children’s television shows 
and music is nothing new. 
But  wi th  independent 
rockers The Shins, Chromeo 
and Of Montreal, something 
interesting is afoot. The 
p o p u l a r  N i c k e l o d e o n 
program Yo Gabba Gabba 
has done that successfully 
with the integration of 
these musicians into the 
randomness of children’s 
programs. 
LIGHTNING BOLT 
Earthly Delights 
Load
Lightning Bolt have never 
really needed a stage. 
These Rhode Island noise 
artists would rather set up 
right in the thick of the 
crowd. “Earthly Delights” 
continues the waves of 
dissonant noises and chest-
bursting drumrolls from 
previous outings. Think of 
them as The White Stripes 
getting their heads kicked in 
on a bad acid trip.
Provided by Whtie Denim
Provided by XX
Provided by Lightning Bolt
WHITE DENIM 
Fits Downtown
After gaining recognition 
f o r  t h e i r  s e e m i n g l y 
unc la s s i f i ab l e  sound , 
Austin, Texas-based White 
Denim has returned with its 
third studio album, “Fits.” 
Blistering psychedelic pop 
infuses itself with raw, 
raucous garage-oriented 
rock throughout the album. 
However, the group finds 
itself in stranger territory 
when “Fits” delves into 
funk and dub elements. 
— Compiled by: Colin Jones
NEW TO WUSC THIS WEEK
1 WHITE DENIM Fits  Downtown
2 TOMMY T  Prester John Sessions Easy Star
3 WE ALL HAVE HOOKS FOR HANDS The Shape Of Energy  Afternoon
4 GROWLERS Are You In Or Out? Everloving
5 LIGHTNING BOLT Earthly Delights Load
1512 Wayne St • In the Vista • 799.7571
available at

HOROSCOPES
1234567890-=
Inside the Box ● By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock
Phd ● By Jorge Cham / The Daily Gamecock
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The Whiteboard ● By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock
The Scene
USC
MARRY A THIEF (CD 
RELEASE SHOW), 
SWEET VANS, CAYLA 
FRALICK
8 p.m., $10
New Brookland 
Tavern, 122 State 
St. 
A R IES Use your 
e n e r g y  f o r  h e a l i n g . 
Ot her people respond 
to  emot iona l  s t i mu l i . 
Optimism grows.
TAURUS Healing 
energy fl ows through your 
veins. Use it to help others. 
You feel better as well.
GEMINI Take time 
today to evaluate your diet. 
Boost your energy while 
reducing fat intake.
CANCER You perk 
up after eating a healthy 
meal. Walk ing or yoga 
helps focus your thoughts. 
Take time for yourself.
LEO  Help someone 
else treat a small injury. 
You have a healing touch. 
Love cures all wounds and 
others could always use a 
helping hand.
V IRGO  Hea l ing 
needs to occur for yourself. 
Take some me time. Take 
time to rest sore muscles. 
The work will still be there 
tomorrow.
LIBR A  Opt imism 
grows today as you sort 
through new information. 
You have everything you 
need to accomplish your 
goal.
SCORPIO Expand 
y o u r  t h i n k i n g  i n  a n 
area where a perceived 
limitat ion has held you 
back. Make optimism your 
best friend.
SAGITTARIUS 
Try not to run your legs 
of f today as you check 
off agenda items. Leave 
something for tomorrow. 
There’s plenty of time to 
get it all done.
C A PR ICOR N 
Soothe your bruised ego 
with comfort food. Be sure 
you have enough to go 
around, because others will 
want some, too. Besides, it 
makes a great opportunity 
to take a break with your 
friends.
A Q U A R I U S 
Take a half-day off to go 
to the spa.  The steam 
room relaxes your body. 
A focused workout relaxes 
your mind. Sometimes a 
little time off can be an 
energy boost.
PISCES Check as 
many things off your list as 
you possibly can. Focus on 
your own work and leave 
others to theirs. You’re 
jamming! 
TODAY
THE WAY WE GET BY
3, 6 & 8 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.
ART BAR PLAYERS IMPROV COMEDY
8 p.m., free
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.
TOM HALL AND THE PLOWBOYS
7 p.m., $7
The White Mule, 1530 Main St.
TOMORROW
PAPA STRING BAND CD RELEASE PARTY WITH 
SPECIAL GUESTS TOM HALL & THE PLOWBOYS 
AND DEVILS IN DISGUISE
8 p.m., $3
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.
CAREY HUDSON
8 p.m., $6
The White Mule, 1530 Main St.
CONFEDERATE FAGG, ALTERNACIRQ
8:30 p.m., $5 over 21/$7 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
 
ACROSS
1 Choir member
6 Quite
10 Ending with slug 
or gab
14 Make amends
15 Faulkner’s “As __ 
Dying”
16 Pearl Harbor site
17 Blazed furiously
18 Common nickname 
for a doter
19 66 and others: Abbr.
20 Weightlifting event
23 Ben-Gurion, e.g.
26 “It’s __ business”
27 Kind of biological
network
28 Sea
30 Golf course pest
32 Corp. money 
manager
35 Fighting
36 Gallery hanging
37 Hang onto
38 ID with hyphens
39 Spinning toy 
manipulated with sticks
43 River in Lyons
44 Belfast’s province
45 Early Ford success
48 Actors, often
49 Honest info
52 Road sign silhouette
53 Debt indicators
54 Ticked off
58 Like some vaccines
59 Dresden’s river
60 Landlocked African 
country
61 A handful of
62 Navy commando
63 Gothic house feature
DOWN
1 La Brea goo
2 Seventh Greek letter
3 Christmas quaff
4 200 milligrams, to a 
jeweler
5 Original primer used 
to paint the Golden 
Gate Bridge
6 Source of the Law
7 __ Bator, Mongolia
8 Where Jesus turned 
water to wine
9 Cape Cod site of
a JFK museum
10 How some jump?
11 Corroded
12 Sex researcher Hite
13 Mammoth features
21 Contemporary of
Dizzy and Billie
22 Finished
23 Early Peruvians
24 Senate posts
25 Confrontation
28 Carried
29 Classroom
drilling
31 Come out ahead
32 British actor
Robert, the
original Colonel
Pickering in “My
Fair Lady”
33 Candidate’s
handout
34 Trash
emanations
37 Common crowd
reaction in
monster ﬁ lms
39 Colombian city
40 Some heroes
41 Sport for
300-pounders
42 Like lovers
skipping church?
43 Pharmaceutical
giant that
developed
Celebrex
45 Windows
predecessor
46 Alamogordo’s
county
47 Nightmare,
e.g.
48 Ill-fated Ford
50 Putter’s target
51 Very big wind
55 Soviet spy
org.
56 Snakelike ﬁ sh
57 Hip-hop Dr.
Solution for 11/12/09
11/13/09
11/13/09
Solution from 11/12/09
classifieds
Place  a  C lass i f i ed  ad :  p  803-777-3888  • f  803-777-6482  • www.da i lygamecock .com
E-ma i l :  sho lmes@mai lbox .sc .edu  • Of f ice  hours :  M-F 8 :30  am -  5  pm •  Russe l l  House ,  Rm.  343
Additional Info
DEADLINE Additional options
Major credit cards acceptedLine classified ad rates
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost
Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line
Activation fee/line: $35.
IMPORTANT CONSUMER INFORMATION: Subject to Customer Agmt and Calling Plan. Device capabilities: Add’l charges & conditions apply. Offers & coverage, varying by service, not available everywhere. Network 
details & coverage maps at verizonwireless.com. Rhapsody and the Rhapsody logo are trademarks and registered trademarks of RealNetworks, Inc. Tetris® & ©1985~2009 Tetris Holding, LLC. Game Technology 
©2009 Electronic Arts Inc. EA and the EA logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Electronic Arts Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Are You Smarter Than a 5th Grader?™ and ©2009 JMBP, Inc. All Rights 
Reserved. All company names, trademarks, logos and copyrights not the property of Verizon Wireless are the property of their respective owners. All Rights Reserved. ©2009 Verizon Wireless VERSA
Switch to America’s Largest and Most Reliable Wireless Network.
Call 1.888.VZW.4BIZ (899.4249)      Click verizonwireless.com/getdiscount       Visit any Communications Store
Instant access to exciting applications including games,  
VZ NavigatorSM and V CAST Music with Rhapsody.®
Satisfy your app-etite.
$179.99 2-yr. price – $100 mail-in 
rebate debit card. Requires a 
Nationwide Calling Plan.
LG Versa™
$7999NOW ONLY
??? ????????????????????? ????????????????????
??? ???????????????????????????? 
???????????? ?????????????????? 
????????????????????????
$149.99 2-yr. price – $50  
mail-in rebate debit card.
Nokia Twist™
$9999NOW ONLY
??? ????????????????????????????????
????????????????? ???????????????
??? ?????? ????? ??????????????????
??????? ????? ?????????????
Official Wireless Provider of 
the USC Gamecocks
Plus, get a 19% faculty and staff discount.
On calling plans $39.99 or higher with a 1- or 2-yr. agreement.
COLUMBIA 173 Columbiana Dr. 803-749-4500
 331 Killan Rd. 803-735-3177 
 10110 Two Notch Rd. 803-419-2585
 7007-A Two Notch Rd. 803-865-6300
LEXINGTON 5596 Sunset Blvd. 803-808-2009
ORANGEBURG 2718 North Rd. 803-534-4150
SUMTER 73 W. Wesmark Blvd. 803-775-6809 
VERIZON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS STORES Open 7 days a week. 
BUSINESS CUSTOMERS 
1-800-899-4249
Announcements
The deadline for submitting applications 
for Who’s Who Among College Stu-
dents in American Universities and 
Colleges is Monday, November 16, 
2009 at 4:00pm. Applications are avail-
able online at www.sg.s.edu/apps.htm. 
Applications should be delivered to Rus-
sell House Suite 112 (in the West Wing). 
Call 777-6688 with questions.
Apartments
1BR IN 3BR 3BA SUBLEASE
1 room in Garnet River Walk now. 
$570/mo  3BR 3BA occpd by 2/F fully 
furn hdwd flrs safe fun great place to 
live!  Email cewheelo@uncg.edu 
THANKSGIVING SPECIAL 
No Security Deposit. Efficiences-$642
2BR-$750 incldes everything. 12/mo 
lease CORNELL ARMS 799-1442
COPPER BEECH - 3BR. 3.5 BA, Call 
(803)292-1149...50% off 1st mo rent. 
Avail Spring 2010 $475/Mo. per person.
Housing-Rent
1BR CONDO - fully furn w/sec. avail-
able next semester & beyond. @ the 
Spur next to stadium. Call 422-9173.
OLYMPIA AREA - 604 Kentucky St.. 
Renovated, clean 3BR 2BA house. W/D 
hkups fridge stove deck $875/mo. 
Call Bob 609-4897.
2606 GERVAIS 3BR 1BA
all major appl. totally remodeled large 
backyard $975 + $600 dep. 413-3297
Walk to USC! 2BR 1BA Townhouse 
$695/mo w/d call 404-8916
CONDO FOR RENT 2BR 2BA min 
from USC located on River.
All appl furn. $800.Avail now! 
Call Matt 730-3980
Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804
622 Augusta St West Cola  
3BR 1BA w/d $600 Call 413-3297
Rooms  for Rent - Lg Spacious 
walking distance to USC  $300/mo.  
Call 463-5129
4BR 2BA SHANDON Start DEC/JAN 
fenced yd $1395. Call 318-0729
Help Wanted
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp 
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.
Now hiring for immediate openings!
Also interviewing those interested in 
holiday work and Spring positions! 
Make $8.25/hr! Build your resume, earn 
great bonuses and show your 
Gamecock Pride! Apply online: 
Sc.Edu/CarolinacCallers click “Join 
Our Team!” Questions? E-mail Jake at 
James.Strang@ruffalocody.com or 
call 777-4705
Help Wanted
PT Collections M-Th 5pm8pm Sat 
9am-12pm. Must have good credit and 
clean background. Send resumes to 
meleana.heffner@trcstaffing.com
Help Wanted
Instructors
Experienced Personal Trainers  
needed. Located 5 minutes from cam-
pus. PT available. Contact 
Personally Fit @ 799-9455 for details..
Help Wanted
Restaurants
Banquet Servers needed. 
Call 782-0082.
Services
LOANS LOANS LOANS
Financial insitution approving all types 
of loans. Apply today 1-888-792-7105
PREGNANT,  NEED HELP? 
FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165
Tutoring
Services
Need help with Spanish?  
Experienced  Spanish tutor - 
grammar my specialty.  926-3126
Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
$189.00 5-DAYS or $239 7-DAYS.
All prices include: Round-trip luxury 
cruise with food. Accommodations on 
the island at your choice of thirteen 
resorts. Appalachia Travel. 
www.BahamaSun.com 800-867-5018
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As South Carolina looks to extend its home winning 
streak to eight tomorrow, there’s little doubt in anyone’s 
mind what its main challenge will be in facing the No. 1 
Gators: 
Stopping star quarterback Tim Tebow. 
It’s certainly no secret that Tebow has had one of the 
most dominant and illustrious careers of any player in the 
history of college football, and one would be hard-pressed 
to fi nd a team that knows that better than the Gamecocks. 
“He’s a force running the ball, and he’s an excellent 
passer,” coach Steve Spurrier said. “It’ll be a big challenge, 
but we’re looking forward to seeing what will happen here 
Saturday afternoon.” 
In his previous two meetings against Carolina as a 
starter, Tebow put up some impressive numbers, to say 
the least. Playing against two highly-ranked defenses, he 
combined for 477 yards through the air, 159 yards on the 
ground and 10 total touchdowns, leading his team to a total 
of 107 points in the process. 
“He’s certainly at the top of the heap in our conference,” 
Spurrier said. “In college, quarterback’s more about 
running and passing than it is in the pros, and Tim Tebow 
is one of the best.” 
As Tebow prepares for his final regular season game 
in the SEC, it seems only fi tting that it comes against a 
fellow Florida quarterback and Heisman Trophy winner 
in Spurrier. 
“I don’t fi nd it too odd. The way it worked out is cool,” 
Tebow said. “There’s a special relationship there. Anytime 
you go against a coach like him is special, but these 
circumstances will make it a little bit more so.” 
One of the biggest reasons for Tebow’s success has been 
his consistency on third downs. So far this season, Florida 
has converted 45 percent of the time, ranking No. 1 in the 
SEC and No. 28 in the nation. 
“He’s been a third-down specialist for a while now. 
He’s one of the best short-yardage runners I’ve ever 
seen,” Florida coach Urban Meyer said. “On third-down 
effi ciency, I think we’ve led the SEC every year since he’s 
been here, and that’s because he is making plays. Third 
down is the money down.” 
Defending on third down was a problem for Carolina in 
last week’s loss, as the Razorbacks managed to convert 10 
of 16 attempts. As it prepares to face one of the best in that 
category, the Gamecock defense will need a much stronger 
showing. 
“He might be the best third-down quarterback that’s 
ever played,” Spurrier said. “In all of their championships, 
both SEC and national, he was sensational on third downs.” 
Despite boasting one of the nation’s best offenses, the 
Gators haven’t been lighting up the scoreboard quite as 
much this season. After averaging 43.6 points per game 
during their championship run last year, Florida has posted 
35 points per game so far in 2009. 
“I think there have been little things in different games 
where offensively we could’ve done better,” Tebow said. 
“There have been a few opportunities when we left a few 
points on the fi eld where we could’ve converted and put it 
in the end zone a few more times.”  
With Florida’s scoring a bit subdued as of late, USC 
hopes to keep it that way. 
“It defi nitely gives us confi dence, but at the same time, 
even though they haven’t done as much as they did last 
year, they’ve defi nitely done a lot,” senior defensive tackle 
Nathan Pepper said. “They’re still winning, they still 
score on a consistent basis and they’re fi nding ways to get 
it done.” 
Another problem the Florida offense has faced has been 
protecting Tebow. So far this season, the Gators have 
allowed 22 sacks, already six more than their fi nal total in 
2008. 
“I wish there was one thing that could fix it,” Meyer 
said. “Is it Tim holding the ball too long? No. Is it our 
best tackle, Marcus Gilbert, giving up one? No, offensive 
linemen do that. Does that mean we change things? No, 
he’s one of the best tackles in the conference. The teams 
are doing a lot of dropping eight in coverage. We do the 
same thing. That’s kind of the evolution of defense, and it’s 
diffi cult for any team.” 
If the Gamecocks are to exploit Florida’s struggling pass 
protection, they’ll need another big game out of senior 
linebacker and Lott Trophy semifi nalist Eric Norwood. 
Norwood currently leads the SEC with seven sacks and 
is the only member of the Carolina defense to have ever 
recorded a sack against Tebow. 
“He’s a tough guy to bring down. He’s a strong guy,” 
Norwood said. “Whether I’ve got to go get him or 
somebody else does, we’ve got to put [the Florida offense] 
in passing downs in order for us to be able to.” 
Also looking to assist in the pass rush will be sophomore 
defensive tackle Melvin Ingram, who will see extra playing 
time in place of injured redshirt freshman Devin Taylor. 
“Melvin’s going to play a little defensive end,” 
Spurrier said. “He did some nice things at Arkansas, 
and hopefully he’ll have a big game for us this 
week.” 
With only four victories over Florida in 
program history, the Gamecocks would 
certainly like to get their second in 
Tebow’s fi nal trip to Columbia. Last 
year’s 56-6 loss has remained 
fresh in their minds. 
“We’re definitely upset 
at how the game turned 
out last year. We didn’t 
really have a chance 
to get 
into it before they were already going off with it,” Pepper 
said. “They scored on us pretty quick. We definitely 
remember what happened last year.” 
If Carolina is to slow Tebow down and come away with 
undoubtedly the biggest win in program 
history, the same mindset and 
confidence from its young 
roster will be of the utmost 
importance. 
“I like this team, and 
I  l i ke  ou r  at t it ude ,” 
Spurr ier sa id.  “Our 
y o u n g  g u y s  a r e 
showing an excellent 
commitment around 
here.  We’re ver y 
encouraged.” 
WINS AS A STARTER RUSHING TOUCHDOWNS 
IN ONE GAME
TOTAL TOUCHDOWNS POINTS IN LAST TWO MEETINGS TOTAL YARDS
2 5 11 107 665
Ryan Velasquez
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Florida’s Heisman winner has put up big 
numbers in his games against Carolina
This weekend, the South Carolina defense will face the 
daunting task of trying to stop the highly ranked Florida 
offense. The stable of weapons that the Florida offense contains 
is regarded as one of the best in the nation. 
The Gators will be bringing their No. 14 offense, their 
Heisman-toting quarterback and the rest of their weapons to 
Williams-Brice Stadium, and the Gamecocks will be waiting 
and ready to defend their home fi eld.
The Gators have been criticized this year for not being quite 
as explosive as the Gators of a year ago. Despite naysaying, 
coach Steve Spurrier is not taking the Gators lightly this year.
“They were so good last year. They have not been quite as 
well, profi cient, I guess, scoring as many points, but they score 
when they have to,” Spurrier said. “They’ve won all their close 
games this year, they’ve had a few close ones, so hopefully we 
can get in a close one and see what happens.”
The Gamecocks and their No. 7 pass defense will 
be put to the test as Tim Tebow and the Gators try to remain 
unbeaten. The offense features an array of threats that can beat 
an opponent’s defense in several different ways.
While Tebow garnishes the majority of the attention from 
the media and opposing defenses, the Gators are far from a 
one-man show. With playmakers like former wide receiver 
Percy Harvin gone, other players have been taking on new roles 
in the offense. One of those players, junior tight end Aaron 
Hernandez, has taken on an increased role following Harvin’s 
departure. 
The Bristol, Conn. native is the Gators’ leading receiver 
coming into Saturday’s game, with 43 receptions on the year. 
Hernandez, who had a touchdown in last year’s blowout win 
against the Gamecocks, will be looking to continue his past 
success against Carolina.
Sophomore safety Antonio Allen will be looking to patrol 
the Gamecocks secondary and prevent Hernandez from having 
the same type of success that he has had this year. Allen and the 
Gamecocks will look to continue the success that they have had 
against the pass this season.
The defense will be looking to rebound from last week’s 
e f f o r t ,  i n  w h i c h  t h e Gamecocks yielded over 
400 total yards and 33 points to Arkansas. 
The Gamecocks also struggled to get off of the fi eld last week, 
as the Razorbacks converted 10 of 16 third downs. Arkansas 
quarterback Ryan Mallett completed over 80 percent of his 
passes for the game, only throwing four incompletions in the 
process, good for a school record. 
“We didn’t play as well as Arkansas played. They played 
fl awless and we had about the same amount of yards as they 
did, same amount of fi rst downs exactly, but they played a little 
sharper then we did and that’s how you get beat,” Spurrier said.
The opposition certainly doesn’t get any easier with the 
Gators, as Allen and the USC secondary face a Florida offense 
that has converted 45 percent of its third downs for the year.
The Gamecocks will attempt to move past the dismal outing 
last year that yield a 50-point beat-down in the swamp. The 
Gamecocks of a year ago couldn’t seem to do anything right, 
and mistakes combined with big plays from the Florida offense 
resulted in the blowout loss. With last year behind it, Carolina 
will be looking to avenge last year’s loss with a win on Saturday.
“[Florida is] a good team, we just need to go play the best we 
can and see what happens. Last year’s game is history,” Spurrier 
said. “We are a different team. We will go from there.” 
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Gators look to test air against Carolina
Maddox earns start in fi nal SEC contest
Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
Rodney Gray
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Tight end Hernandez presents 
problems for Gamecock defense
Justin Wilson
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Junior tailback regains role 
against bruising Florida defense
DEFENSE
Antonio Allen Aaron HernandezVS.
Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
OFFENSE
Brian Maddox Brandon SpikesVS.
HEAD HEAD
HEAD HEAD
Sam Bennett/ THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Sam Bennett / THE DAILY GAMECOCK John Raoux / The Associated Press
Scott Halleran/ Getty Images
Going into Carolina’s game against Arkansas last week, 
much of the attention was focused on the battle in the air 
between Stephen Garcia and Ryan Mallett, and rightly so, 
with the two quarterbacks atop the SEC in passing yards. 
However, this forced the running game to suffer and it 
showed, as the Gamecocks totaled a lackluster 53 yards on 
the ground.
In fact, the longest rushing gain last weekend didn’t even 
come from a running back; it came from wide receiver Moe 
Brown. This week, the Gamecocks will look to reestablish 
their running game when they face off against Florida, and 
leading that charge will be tailback Brian Maddox.
Maddox, who leads the Gamecocks in touchdowns this 
year, was the starter earlier in the season, but he has been in 
a contributing role the past few weeks behind leading rusher 
Kenny Miles. After a solid outing against Arkansas, the 
junior has regained the top spot. 
“It was one of the better games [I’ve had] in a while,” 
Miles said. “I ran hard. I stopped trying to do too much out 
there.” 
Spurrier has commented all year long that the backs need 
to run uphill rather than sideline to sideline, and Miles 
agrees. 
“More of a fi nesse back than a power [one],” Mile said when 
asked about what he was doing wrong over the past few 
weeks. 
Maddox and the rest of the Carolina offense will have 
their hands full this week, as they will be lining up against 
a defensive unit that leads the Football Bowl Division in 
scoring defense, allowing just 10.1 points per game, and is 
ranked second in total defense, giving up a paltry 232 yards 
per game.
At the head of this stout Gator defense is linebacker 
Brandon Spikes. Spikes will be returning to the playing fi eld 
this weekend after serving a one-game suspension against 
Vanderbilt for trying to gouge the eyes of Georgia running 
back Washaun Ealey. 
He later went on to repent his own activity and apologize 
for his actions. Spikes has been on a tear this season for 
the Gators, recording 35 total tackles and three sacks in six 
games. He also returned an intercept ion for a 
touchdown in Florida’s game against Georgia, something he 
did against the Gamecocks in last season’s game.
USC coach Steve Spurrier feels that Maddox will play a big 
part in trying to attack the Gator defense. 
“Brian’s a little bigger and he can block those blitzing 
linebackers a little better, so we’ll see how it goes,” 
Spurrier said.
Spurrier went on to admit that this will be one of the most 
diffi cult games for Carolina this season. 
“They are a very good team,” Spurrier said. “They do 
whatever is necessary to win the game.” 
He later went on to reference Florida’s games against 
Arkansas and Mississippi State earlier in the season and how 
those teams were able to control the ball and not fall behind 
early. Keeping the game close will mean running the ball on 
a consistent basis and controlling the clock down the stretch. 
To get that, Maddox will have to have a big day both on the 
ground and in protection. 
“We certainly hope to get in a close game with them, 
somehow,” Spurrier said. 

I’m sure the Gamecocks will give their all on Saturday, 
but I’m not sure if they’ll be able to win or lose by 
one, the results of the ‘05 and ‘06 games, respectively. 
The last two years, by comparison, Florida has won by an 
average of 35 points.
Fra n k ly,  I  don’t 
see either one being 
a realistic possibility, 
although if I had to 
choose I guess the 
‘05/’06 results have 
a bet ter chance of 
happening. UF has 
struggled all season to 
blow opponents out — 
it kicked a last-second 
f ield goal to defeat 
Arkansas and allowed 
Mississippi State to hang out for almost the entire game.
This Florida defense is pretty darn good, however. Defensive 
ends Jermaine Cunningham and Carlos Dunlap will keep 
South Carolina quarterback Stephen Garcia on his toes all 
game, and the Gators’ linebacker trio of Brandon Spikes, Ryan 
Stamper and A.J. Jones may be the best in the country. Add 
in a secondary that has been playing together for almost two 
years now, and UF is very comfortable putting the game on the 
defense. It hasn’t let Florida down much this year.
As long as UF doesn’t have too many turnovers, the Gators 
should win by a reasonable margin.
Well, I’m pretty sure it’d be the other way 
around. Meyer 
h a s  b ene f i t ed 
greatly from the 
presence of his 
Heisman Trophy 
winner. W hile 
Tebow’s lackluster output this 
year has hurt him, don’t forget 
that No. 15 was being thrown 
around in conversations as being 
the greatest college football 
player of all time before this 
season started. Some may still 
count him in those circles, although he has looked a lot more 
human and pedestrian this year.
Still, Florida has won 19 games in a row, and Tebow is a big 
reason why. He still converts third-and-short opportunities 
like nobody’s business and is an emotional leader that 
teammates and fans alike can rally around.
As much as every player or coach will tell you 
otherwise, I think it’s hard to completely erase 
any thought of 
the Crimson 
Tide. But the 
Gators have 
p l e n t y  o f 
incent ive to 
not overlook 
S o u t h 
Carolina, with hopes of an 
undefeated season still very 
much alive.
Meyer will be look ing 
to finish the SEC slate 8-0, 
one of the few things Steve 
Spurrier did at UF that 
Meyer has yet to accomplish. 
Plus, Meyer will be sure to 
remind his players about the 
close calls in ‘05 and ‘06.
Let me first say this. I’ve done this for 
each game this season, and only once have I 
been anywhere close. The problem for South 
Carolina is that the Gamecocks seem to be 
very one-dimensional, especially from the 
statistics — second in the SEC in pass offense, 
last in rushing. That’s really going to be a 
problem against a Florida defense that is one 
of the best in the country and particularly specializes in 
stopping the pass with standout cornerbacks Joe Haden and 
Janoris Jenkins. I just don’t see South Carolina getting more 
than 10 points on UF, even with how much Stephen Garcia 
has matured.
Florida’s offense will 
likely put on yet another 
lackluster showing. The 
G ators  seem to have 
gotten over their turnover 
bug from early in the year, 
but I imagine they’ll have 
several long, methodical 
drives.
This one might remain 
close on the scoreboard 
for a while, but I see 
Tebow finishing 3-0 as a starter against Steve Spurrier. 
Florida 27, South Carolina 10.
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I would be shocked. The Gators’ offense has struggled 
all season and still hasn’t seemed to find an answer for 
the departure of wide receivers Percy Harvin and Louis 
Murphy, both of whom are now playing in the NFL. Florida 
hasn’t had the ability to break off as many big plays, leading 
to fewer routs like last year’s 56-6 win over the South 
Carolina.
UF has also been much more of a rush-heavy team this 
fall, essentially shortening the game and leading to fewer 
possessions for each team. Add in the fact 
that Florida has scored a touchdown on only 
30 percent of red-zone trips in conference 
games, and you can see why UF is averaging 
28 points in SEC games this year, compared 
to nearly 45 last season.
This week will be yet another open 
audition for any Gators receivers to step 
up and become a consistent third option 
behind wide receiver Riley Cooper and tight 
end Aaron Hernandez. So far on the season, 
Cooper (32 rec, 481 yards) and Hernandez 
(43 rec, 541 yards) have accounted for 54 
percent of the team’s catches. No. 3 in receptions has been 
David Nelson with 14. That’s quite a drop-off.
The only way I see Florida putting up 50 is if it gets a 
couple defense or special teams scores or those units at least 
help give the offense a short field. Last year against the 
Gamecocks, the Gators’ fi rst three touchdowns came on 
drives of no longer than 26 yards.
THE
Independent Florida Alligator’s Phil Kegler 
answers Carolina’s burning questions
Phil 
Kegler
Independent 
Florida Alligator 
Sports Editor
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
West Virginia @ Cincinnati, Georgia Tech @ Duke, Tennessee @ 
Ole Miss, Clemson @ N.C. State, Idaho @ Boise State, Iowa @ Ohio 
State, Miami (FL) @ North Carolina, Stanford @ So. Cal, Arizona @ 
California, Florida @ USC
Cincinnati
Georgia Tech
Ole Miss
Clemson
Boise State
Ohio State
Miami (FL)
So. Cal
Arizona
Florida
Cincinnati
Georgia Tech
Tennessee
Clemson
Boise State
Ohio State 
Miami (FL)
So. Cal
Arizona
Florida
West Virginia
Georgia Tech
Tennessee
N.C. State
Boise State
Iowa
Miami (FL)
So. Cal
California
Florida
Last Week: 6-4
Overall: (68-32)
Last Week: 4-6
Overall: (66-34)
Last Week: 3-7
Overall: (64-36)
Last Week: 2-8
Overall: (64-36)
Last Week: 4-6
Overall: (63-37)
West Virginia
Georgia Tech
Ole Miss
Clemson
Idaho
Ohio State
Miami (FL)
So. Cal
California
Florida
Cincinnati
Georgia Tech
Tennessee
Clemson
Boise State
Ohio State
Miami (FL)
So. Cal
California
USC
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Tennessee (5-4, 2-3) @ Ole Miss (6-3, 2-3) 
Time: 12 p.m. 
TV: CBS 
Notes: Many assumed the subplot of this one 
would be the valiant return of Ed Orgeron to 
Oxford, but that has been overshadowed by the 
legal issues of three Volunteer players, including 
receiver Nu’Keese Richardson, who were taken 
into custody Thursday morning for attempted 
armed robbery. Lane Kiffi n has taken a lot of 
heat ever since he arrived in Knoxville, but up 
until this point, his team hasn’t had to deal with 
off-the-fi eld behavioral issues. It’ll be interesting 
to see what effect, if any, the arrests will have on 
the fi eld for UT. 
No. 3 Alabama (9-0, 6-0) @ Mississippi 
State (4-5, 2-3)
Time: 7 p.m. 
TV: ESPN
Notes: First-year coach Dan Mullen and the 
Bulldogs complete their tour of the SEC’s three 
Top-Ten programs when they host the Crimson 
Tide Saturday night. Can they duplicate the 
success they had in the fi rst two clashes? MSU 
didn’t beat LSU or Florida, but it came pretty 
darn close, hanging with the Gators the entire 
game and taking the Tigers to the last moments 
of the game.  Mullen has come oh-so-close to a 
signature upset win twice. Will the third time 
be the charm? 
Auburn (7-3, 3-3) @ Georgia (5-4, 3-3)
Time: 7 p.m. 
TV: ESPN2
Notes: The oldest rivalry in the South doesn’t 
mean as much as it usually does in terms of the 
SEC championship race, but both teams still 
have a lot at stake. If the Tigers can fi nish strong 
down the stretch for first-year coach Gene 
Chizik, they are likely looking at a berth in the 
Cotton Bowl. On the other side, a win would 
calm a lot of people down in the Bulldog Nation, 
as UGA is limping towards bowl eligibility with 
Georgia Tech looming in two weeks. No matter 
who wins, points won’t be at a minimum – both 
defenses have struggled mightily of late.
Kentucky (5-4, 1-4) @ Vanderbilt (2-8, 
0-6)
12:21 p.m. 
ESPN360.com
Notes: Ah, a good old-fashioned battle to stay 
out of the division cellar. Vandy is playing 
solely for pride in this one, but like most of the 
conference, the Wildcats’ postseason destiny is 
very much at stake in this one. Lose here, and 
Rich Brooks’ crew will have an uphill climb to 
win No. 6 with Tennessee and Georgia left on 
their schedule. 
Roundup
A quick look at Saturday’s conference action
James Kratch
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITORGAMEDAY
Florida (9-0, 7-0 SEC) @ South Carolina 
(6-4, 3-4)
Time: 3:30 ET
Location: Williams-Brice Stadium
Radio: 107.5 FM in Columbia
TV: CBS
Line: USC +15
Injury report: For South Carolina, junior defensive end Cliff Matthews is 
questionable with a shoulder injury. Coach Steve Spurrier initially ruled him out until 
at least the Clemson game, but that looks to have changed. Should he miss Saturday’s 
tilt with the Gators, sophomore defensive tackle Melvin Ingram is expected to slide 
over into his position. Fellow defensive end Devin Taylor is out, however, as the 
redshirt freshman is suffering from a bruised sternum. Junior safety Chris Culliver 
will be back after missing last week’s game with a shoulder injury of his own, as 
will junior offensive lineman Jarriel King. For Florida, linebacker Brandon Hicks is 
questionable with a hamstring injury. He did not play last week against Vanderbilt. 
Also facing questionable status is reserve running back Mike Gillislee. He also did not 
see action against the Commodores.
Notes: Saturday’s game marks the fi rst time in program history that South 
Carolina has hosted a No. 1 team at Williams-Brice Stadium. The Gators have won 
three consecutive games against the Gamecocks, outscoring USC by a total of 124-53. 
Carolina’s last win in the series came in 2005, when the Gamecocks raced out to the 
early 20-5 lead and held on for a 30-22 victory. It marked the fi rst win over Florida by 
the Gamecocks since the early 1930s. A win would give South Carolina coach Steve 
Spurrier his 106th Southeastern Conference victory, which would tie him for second 
all-time on the conference wins list with Johnny Vaught. 
Continuing the streak?: Believe it or not, Williams-Brice Stadium 
might suddenly be becoming a nightmare for the opposition to play in. Dating back 
to last season, the Gamecocks have won eight consecutive games at home. Even more 
impressive, Carolina has won six consecutive conference games at home, including 
victories over Tennessee, Arkansas and then-No. 4 Ole Miss. 
Military appreciation: As part of celebrating Veterans Day, South 
Carolina will don special uniforms for Saturday’s afternoon affair. To honor the 
military, USC apparel company Under Armour and the Wounded Warrior Project 
have teamed up to outfi t the Gamecocks with military-themed clothing. Carolina’s 
black jerseys will feature camoufl age sleeves and numbers, while the cleats will be 
entirely camoufl age. Additionally, players’ last names will be replaced with words such 
as honor, integrity, courage and commitment. After the game, some uniforms will 
be auctioned off on USC’s Web site, with proceeds going to the Wounded Warrior 
Project. Don’t be surprised if Saturday’s game also features a fl yover.
On the call: Verne Lundquist and Gary Danielson will have the call for the 
CBS broadcast, with Tracy Wolfson reporting from the sidelines. For South Carolina, 
Todd Ellis and Tommy Suggs will call the game for the Gamecock Radio Network, 
with Terry Cousin serving as the sideline reporter. 
Amy Smotherman Burgess / Knoxville News
Ed Reinke / The Associated Press
Phil Coale / The Associated Press
James Crisp / The Associated Press
TONIGHT 
WOMEN’S SOCCER 
2009 NCAA Women’s Soccer Tournament – 1st 
Round 
vs. Davidson
7 p.m. – Stone Stadium 
The first 300 student fans will be admitted to the 
game free of charge, as the Lexington County 
Gamecock Club and the University of South Carolina 
Student Life Department are sponsoring the ticket 
prices. Other students and children will be admitted 
for $5, with adult tickets (18 and up) costing $8. 
MEN’S BASKETBALL
vs. Alabama A&M
7 p.m. – Colonial Life Arena 
USC will open up the 102nd season of Gamecock 
Basketball looking to improve upon last season’s 21-10 
record. 
THE GAMECOCK WEEKEND IN COLUMBIA
TOMORROW
FOOTBALL 
vs. Florida 
3:30 p.m. - Williams-Brice Stadium
USC will look to defeat Gators for the first 
time since 2005 and only the second time since 
after World War II when it takes on the No. 
1 team in the nation in the CBS Game of the 
Week.
SUNDAY 
WOMEN’S SOCCER 
2009 NCAA Women’s Soccer Tournament – 2nd 
Round
USC/Davidson vs. Duke/Rutgers
1 p.m. – Stone Stadium 
With a win over Davidson, the Gamecocks will host 
either Duke or Rutgers in the round-of-32. 
VOLLEYBALL
vs. LSU 
1:30 p.m. – Volleyball Competition Facility 
The Gamecocks will be looking to end their 2009 
home season on a strong point on Senior Day 
against the Bayou Bengals. 
FALL 
BOOK 
SALE
It's time!
November 12–13
Thursday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Friday, 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
USC Russell House 
Second Floor Lobby
Damaged and overstock books 
reduced to $10/hardcover and  
$5/paperback (limited quantites) 
 
bestselling USC Press books!
Details at 803-777-5029 or 
www.sc.edu/uscpress  Sixty-Five Years of Publishing Excellence

